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Q.1 Fill In the blanks:                                                                                                                            (10 marks) 

1) ------------------- attribute disables the frames resizing capability. 

2) In HTML a background color value may either be a 6 digit ------------------ number or the color name 

itself. 

3) ---------------- attribute of <Table> decides into the amount of spacing between each cell border and 

the actual content of cell. 

4) MIDI stands for ------------------. 

5) ---------------- tag is used to create a text input area i.e. it contains a  multiple line of text. 

6) ---------------- is the art of determining what is right and wrong and then doing the right things. 

7) ----------------- is the right discipline which protects the copyrights, trademarks of the inventors. 

8) -------------- is the protection that covers original work. 

9) --------------- software is freely downloadable and can be used for a limited period of time. 

10) Conversion of data into secured format is known as -------------------. 

 

Q.2 State true or false:                                                                                                                         (10 marks) 

1) Right things does not depend upon moral principles. 

2) Computer user should purchase only legitimate software products. 

3) Electronic gazette means the official gazette published not in the electronic form. 

4) License means license granted by operator. 

5) Shareware software is one, which is freely available to download and use for unlimited period. 

6) <dl> tag is used for linking database. 

7) Usemap attribute is used in client side image mapping.  

8) Checkboxes are used only for single selection. 

9) A text field is a most common field on a form. 

10) Perl stands for Practical Extraction Report Language. 

 

Q.3 Answer the following: (any 6)                                                                                                     (30 marks) 

1) Explain Popular Audio Formats. 

2) What is cross browser and explain with different tag. 

3) What is meant by CSS? 

4) Explain web server? 

5) What is client side Image mapping and explain different tags used? 

6) What is software piracy? Explain with example. 

7) Explain IT Act in brief. 

8) Define the term cyber law. Why the need of cyber law arises?      

  


